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The Project
Pollution due to plastic and microplastic debris is a worldwide phenomenon, which also
impacts the Mediterranean Sea. The objective of the BIOBLU project – Robotic
BIOremediation for coastal debris in Ramla Bay ( a BLUE Flag beach) and in Capo di Milazzo
(a Maritime Protected Area), is to provide innovative contributions to mitigate the effects of
such pollution, through an automated detection of plastic debris using Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles, as well as automatic collection using robotic means.

Apart from litter detection and collection, the whole process will also provide useful
information for biological studies on different benthic and nektonic species in the areas
under study, to understand the amount of pollution in the different levels of the shoreline,
and also to trace and detect the origin of such pollution.

Additionally, this study will also provide a two automated models for beach cleaning and
promote a new management approach, relying on new technologies and new information.
The BIOBLU project is led by the University of Messina, with the University of Catania, the
University of Malta, the Ministry for Gozo and the Comune di Milazzo as partners.

The role of the research team will be to develop a dataset of drone imagery, which will be
utilised to identify and locate plastic debris in beaches. This information will be transmitted
to a robot which will collect the debris from the beach.
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Micro, Meso and
Macro plastics

The presence of anthropogenic marine debris along coastlines is one of most critical subject to
date. In particular, plastics represent from 60 to 95% of the global marine litter in the oceans;
therefore, understanding the dynamics in which they originate, move, and accumulate is essential.
The monitoring of plastic debris abundance in the marine environment is important for assessing
the potential impact of measures adopted to reduce the presence of plastic. This work can be
complicated by large spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the amount of plastic debris. Surveys
at sea can sample floating and suspended debris using a manta trawl net or sample litter on the
seabed with submersibles or remote-operated vehicles or trawling equipment. However, most of
the studies related to the subject indicate that anthropogenic marine debris accumulates along
beaches, and hence beach surveys are not only necessary but also represent the most common
monitoring method for macro-debris. That said, beach clean ups can alter litter loads and
abundance on beaches, and beach dynamics can introduce additional variables in monitoring
changes in the amount and composition of plastic debris. Spatial distribution patterns of litter in
sandy littorals should be investigated, finding that differences are present, with embryo dune and
mobile dune habitats showing the highest frequency of litter. Plastic follows these distribution
patterns; modeling approaches can help to predict both the distribution and marine litter storm
wash-outs.
On the basis of size, it is possible to divide plastic fragments into micro-, meso-, and
macroplastics. In existing literature on subject, several boundary values between these classes
have been proposed, both from scholars and institutional reports. Micro-, meso-, and macro
plastics are strictly connected to each other, because fragmentation and degradation processes
boost the concentration of microplastics in the marine environment that usually enter the ocean
as macroplastics, even if it can also come from other sources, such as solid waste landfill leachate
and tributary river or valley ecosystems. The European Union has financed various projects on the
matter of MPs and the presence of solid litter inside the Mediterrenean Sea. In particular, among
the multitude of projects, the BIOBLU project aimed to address the problem of marine litter
pollution and the consequent economic impact on coastal communities, to monitor and reduce
the quantity of MPs in the marine environment, and to develop an approach for the measurement
and monitoring of marine litter and MPs on coasts, in the sea, and on seabeds. The average beach
litter density found for the Adriatic and Ionian macroregion within this study is 0.67 items/m2.
Using an approach based on the Clean-Coast Index (CCI) for computing the local beach
cleanliness as a parameter to evaluate the local pollution, the cleanliness of most of the surveyed
beaches was classified as clean or moderate. Hence, characterizing the presence of macroplastics
along beaches is crucial in order to detect potential sources of future MPs as well as to develop
and organize impact mitigation plans and specific litter removal interventions. For this task,
various techniques can be used ; in particular direct methods that require mapping carried out by
operators on the beach or indirect ones that can be performed in a remote way in less time.
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The Challenge of Waste
Collection and Disposal

During one of the focus group a clear outline of waste management in Italy was portrayed as the
contextual impetus for the origin of the BIOBLU project that was also discussed in detail during
the session. 

Waste management in the Italian peninsula is still a grave problem. The national Italian law
based on that of the European Union states that at least 65% of the 30 million tons of urban
solid waste produced in Italy should be collected separately. Once this separate waste is
collected, it should not be disposed in a landfill but should be reused, recycled or changed into
biogas or compost. This is a far outcry from realistic figures with waste management problems
being more intense in the South, in particular Sicily. Here, only 33.6% (2015) of the waste is
collected separately, more waste ends up in landfills, less organic waste is collected and thus
only a minimal amount is converted into biogas. 

The factors thought to be leading to these shortcomings in waste management in Sicily were
also delineated. One of the reasons suggested is that the system of separate waste collection is
deemed to be quite complex for the public. In addition, the recycling capacity of inorganic waste
is also very poor e.g., the 24 glass recycling plants have only a recycling capacity of 18%. Only
14% of the paper and 10% of the metal collected separately is recycled. On the other hand,
60% of the plastic is recycled. These figures leave 1.190kTon of waste collected separately not
transformed. In some cases, solutions in Sicily are quite ludicrous. One example is that of
Palermo where money is paid to transport waste to Liechtenstein which this country then
ironically uses to produce energy. 

All these shortcomings in waste management point to the need for a more extensive industrial
system for sorting, reusing, recycling and producing energy in Southern Italy, especially Sicily. A
more widespread distribution of dedicated recycling depots was also mentioned.
Of course, waste management is slightly diverse in different countries and as part of this
dissemination. students participating in the focus group were asked to provide a comparative
account of the systems used in their respective countries (e.g., India, Pakistan, Romania, etc.)
during their future classes.
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Educating For Sustainable
Development.
In the light of this situation, one can easily understand why education and policy
making were presented by the focus group participants as pertinent to target this
environmental problem. 
The main solution proposed to target this setback was one based on the trio
Awareness, Values and Education. Awareness can be targeted through the
organisation of conferences and even through specific sessions prior to NGO
activities such as turtle releases. Awareness of plastic pollution can also be readily
disseminated through social media.

Beyond awareness, an appreciation of the respective values of the marine
environment should also be cultivated so as to trigger the necessity to protect it
from threats. These range from the easily fathomed financial value of tourism to
more intangible ones like the value of marine biodiversity, that related to health
pharmacology and the importance of marine life in defending the shoreline. 

Further to the cultivation of awareness and values, education was presented as the
third important pillar in raising the public’s knowledge, attitudes and behaviour in
relation to the marine environment. Education for Sustainable Development is being
promoted by the Directorate EcoGozo to bring along the desired changes in
attitudes and behaviour. Basically, it involves searching for different perspectives
from people with different age groups and backgrounds for the benefit of all. The
University of Malta also provides courses on this methodology, and these are open
for everybody, not only for teachers and educators. 

Networking is also crucial because many methods can be adopted in different
locations. Hands-on activities together with media campaigns, such as the clean-
ups organised by Xagħra Local Council also seem to bring about more effective
changes in attitudes and behaviour. 
The effect of education is futile without the design of effective policies. These were
also discussed in detail in this focus group.
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